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Getting Started with Being Smart and
Data-Driven for LGUs

What things do I need to know and where do I start?

INTRODUCTION & RATIONALE
Data Literacy is as much about individual knowledge as it is about

organizational processes and policies. A knowledgeable individual in a
non-data-driven organization can only thrive if they are provided an environment
to learn, experiment, and share their knowledge with others. In turn, an
organization relies on data-literate individuals so that it can be data-ready, build
data-informed processes, and create data-driven decisions.

Knowledge of concepts such as data literacy and open data are crucial for
local government leaders to start the journey of their Local Government Units
(LGU) towards becoming smart, sustainable, and data-driven. There are
countless ways to learn about data literacy, open data, and being smart and
sustainable. These vary in terms of the topics they cover and the amount of time
needed to complete them. Some come in the form of self-paced online learning
courses, others are offered as training and workshops that last a day or two, while
there are also options that include taking a university course.

Unfortunately, the busy nature of the work of local government leaders
often does not allow them to partake in long-term learning opportunities about
data literacy, open data, or smart cities. Most of the time, their experience with
these topics comes in the form of crash-courses, webinars, or if they are lucky,
short-term training, and workshops. That’s not entirely bad. However, without any
follow up to these short term events or the opportunity to apply what they learned,
local government leaders can easily forget these topics as quickly as it was
taught to them.

What’s needed is a learning resource that is easy-to-use and
easy-to-understand. Something that may not cover all the topics in-depth but
could serve as a reminder to an experienced local government leader or a
reference to someone who’s just getting started with creating an open, smart,
sustainable, and data-driven LGU.
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OBJECTIVES
This project aims to create easy-to-use and easy-to-understand learning

materials in the form of cards/posters/booklets that will help local government
leaders learn about building a culture of data and openness for developing smart,
sustainable, and data-driven LGUs.

OUTPUT
● Building Block cards

○ Foundation-specific set of learning cards about openness, data, and
data literacy for developing smart, sustainable, and data-driven
LGUs copyrighted to the Foundation.

● Getting Started Cards
○ Introduce the basic principles that serve as building blocks to these

fields, provide examples on how to use these building blocks to
answer common questions and get started with common activities
related to the topics of data, openness, and smart sustainable cities,
and;

● Guidebook
○ suggest resources such as tools, datasets, and other learning

materials
● Webpage

○ Develop an online platform where materials will be uploaded making
it accessible to the target audience. They will be released under an
open Creative Commons BY-SA License for accessibility purposes.
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Learning Cards : Content
Persona Testing

We used the Personas as a tool to characterize our target users to make better
decisions on the card contents. Creating personas helped us develop empathy
with the people with whom we intend to use the cards. Workshops and
information gathering with stakeholders from the Department of Interior and Local
Government (DILG), local government units in CALABARZON, Friedrich Naumann
Foundation (FNF), etc were held.

Prioritization

Prioritization exercises with the stakeholders helped us identify the essential cards.
This structured, objective approach helped achieve a more collaborative
consensus and ensure that the target audience’s needs would be addressed.
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Final Card List

After several rounds of prioritization exercises, we held consultation meetings with
the stakeholders, including FNF. Consequently, below is the final list of cards.

# card type

1 bb: open data and freedom of information building block

2 bb:data building block

3 bb:open data building block

4 bb:machine-readable data building block

5 bb:data ethics building block

6 bb:data privacy and security building block

7 bb:data-driven organizations building block

8 bb:data visualization and presentation building block

9 bb:data literacy building block

10 bb:data fallacies building block

11 bb:data inventory building block

12 bb:smart cities building block

13 bb:data stewardship and data governance building block

14 bb:data sharing building block

15 bb: dashboards getting started

16 gs: how to gather data getting started

17 gs: how to do a data inventory getting started

18 gs: how to get started with data-driven policies getting started

19 gs: how to digitize data getting started

20 gs: how to open up data getting started

21 gs: how to analyze data getting started

22 gs: how to present data getting started

23 gs: how to share data internally getting started

24 gs: how to be data literate getting started

25 gs: how to be a smart city getting started

26 gs: how to use data for disasters getting started
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Card Design
A/B testing

We produced two sets of card designs for A/B testing. These variants of the cards
were shown to users at random, and analyses were used to determine which
variation performs better. Below are the final designs as indicated in the
Guidebook.
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Output Links
● Web-page

○ https://smartctph.github.io./getting-started-with-smart-and-data-
driven-lgus/preview.html

● Building Block cards
○ PNG

■ https://github.com/smartctph/getting-started-with-smart-a
nd-data-driven-lgus/tree/main/getting-started_cards/fnf/b
uilding-block-cards/BB%20Cards-PNG

○ PDF
■ https://github.com/smartctph/getting-started-with-smart-a

nd-data-driven-lgus/tree/main/getting-started_cards/fnf/b
uilding-block-cards

● Getting Started Cards
○ PNG

■ https://github.com/smartctph/getting-started-with-smart-a
nd-data-driven-lgus/tree/main/getting-started_cards/fnf/g
etting-started-cards/GS%20Cards-PNG

○ PDF
■ https://github.com/smartctph/getting-started-with-smart-a

nd-data-driven-lgus/tree/main/getting-started_cards/fnf/g
etting-started-cards/GS%20Cards-PDF

● Guidebook
○ https://github.com/smartctph/getting-started-with-smart-and-dat

a-driven-lgus/blob/main/getting-started_guidebook/Getting%20St
arted%20Smart%20and%20Data-driven%20Guidebook.pdf

● Design Guide
○ https://github.com/smartctph/getting-started-with-smart-and-dat

a-driven-lgus/blob/main/getting-started_design/Getting%20Starte
d%20Smart%20and%20Data-driven%20Design%20Guide.pdf

● Icons
○ https://github.com/smartctph/getting-started-with-smart-and-dat

a-driven-lgus/tree/main/getting-started_icons/
● GitHub Repository

○ https://github.com/smartctph/getting-started-with-smart-and-dat
a-driven-lgus

https://smartctph.github.io./getting-started-with-smart-and-data-driven-lgus/preview.html
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